Agnes Grey

Anne Brontes first novel Agnes Grey paints a vivid picture of the Victorian era. Based on
Brontes own experiences, the novel displays an astounding maturity in describing true feelings
and sentiments of a young governess. The novel is simple and the characters are true-to-life.
Bronte has explicitly described the insensitive treatment of employers and their moral
emptiness. Impressive!
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About Agnes Grey. 'The name of governess, I soon found, was a mere mockery my pupils had
no more notion of obedience than a wild, unbroken colt'.
When her family becomes impoverished after a disastrous financial speculation, Agnes Grey
determines to find work as a governess in order to contribute to. Agnes Grey is undoubtedtedly
a deeply personal novel, in which Anne Bronte views on the 'contemporary' issue of the
treatment of governesses, as well as her . Agnes Grey. 4 but, thank heaven, she had feet to
carry her, and hands to minister to her own necessities. An elegant house and spa- cious
grounds were not to. Agnes Grey is Anne Bronte's story about a governess, similar to her
sister's work Jane Eyre in that both novels explore the social issues that a Victorian.
Anne Bronte: Agnes Grey. Table of Contents. Agnes Grey (Fiction, , pages). This title is not
on Your Bookshelf. [Add to Shelf] (0 / 10 books on shelf). In Agnes Grey we find a
governess's life depicted with shocking realism â€“ and a clear model for Charlotte's
masterpiece.
AGNES GREY. /A NOVEL,/BY/ACTON BELL,/. was first published in by Newby in
Mortimer Street, as the third of three volumes of which Wuthering Heights. Agnes Grey
Summary & Study Guide includes detailed chapter summaries and analysis, quotes, character
descriptions, themes, and more. Agnes Grey is the daughter of a clergyman whose financial
imprudence leads to the family's ruin. The women take charge, but Agnes fears that, being the
baby. Game of Thrones star Ellie Kendrick plays Agnes in Rachel Joyce's adaptation of Anne
Bronte's debut novel. Can life as a governess ever bring happiness and. The well-educated
daughter of a penniless clergyman, Agnes Grey is treated like a child by her family and so sets
out to prove herself by seeking employment as. Agnes Grey, published before Charlotte
Bronte's Jane Eyre and along with Emily Bronte's Wuthering Heights, attracted little critical
attention as it was. Agnes Grey by Anne Bronte - A novel that addresses the precarious
position of a governess, and how it affected a young woman in that position: some critics, in.
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